
From: Brian Hollingshead [mailto:hollingshead@telus.net] 
Sent: January-06-16 6:38 PM 
To: John Hodgkins; Tony Law; Kim Barton-Bridges; Frank Frketich; Paul Ryan; 
Jo Mrozewski; Ian Cameron; Bill Cripps; Barry Cavens; Keith Rush; Alison 
Morse; Harold Swierenga; Jakob Knaus; Joyce Clegg; Melissa Fletcher; Ellen 
Cranston; Susanna Braund; Rick Gayton 
 
Subject: Nov 2015 Traffic 
 
FACChairs 
 
I haven't been asleep at the switch or at the computer.  These traffic stats just came through today, about 
a month late.  We've been told in the past that BCF has just one person who does them, and if that person 
is on vacation or otherwise unavailable, the traffic stats wait.  I'm guessing she's a senior employee with 
lots of vacation time, and she was enjoying some of it through the holidays.  I don't begrudge her, or 
anyone, their earned vacation time.  Just wish BCF attached sufficient importance to providing these stats 
that they'd have a back-up trained to take over when the primary care-giver is unavailable. 
 
Enough griping.  For now. 
 
You'll find the November traffic stats from the website and the usual bucket of graphs attached. 
 
A couple of things leap of the page, and a few more shyly emerge. 
 
The first leaper:  All the route groups and almost all of the routes are showing significant traffic jumps 
over last November, which had so-so traffic.  Only rte 25, Port McNeill-Alert Bay-Sointula is seriously in 
the red.  C'mon.  This is November.  The sun-belt summer has been displaced by our typical wet-coast 
dark, rainy season.  The tourists have all blown town. Yes, the Canadian dollar was low enough to keep 
people home in Canada and to draw in some American cousins.  And BCF was doing their half-off discount 
thing on the so-called off-peak sailings.  Both of those deal with the discretionary travelers, which are 
typically at a low ebb, November through January.  Anyway, Joy to the Corp, traffic continues to amaze.  
There is a god of ferries. 
 
The second leaper:  Have a look at graph 1.  The Majors, the Minors, the North and almost every route, 
saw vehicle traffic substantially out-perform passenger traffic.  This is inconsistent with what we've seen 
over the past decade.  Usually they're pretty much in sync.  Cars need drivers?  Granted, the discount was 
for cars, not people, but . . .   One has a nightmarish view of legions of Smart cars boarding ferries sans 
drivers.  I'll check, but it almost appears as if somehow we're seeing AEQ numbers rather than actual 
vehicle count numbers.  While anything is possible with the vehicle to people ratio, this is odd. 
 
More subtle:  From graphs 1, 2, 3 and 4, it is clear that Minor routes traffic fell further than the Majors 
compared to previous November stats, and has recovered less. 
 
The North/Central Coast routes are doing their Yin and Yang (Cheech and Chong?) thing again, with rte 10 
way down but rte 11 even further up.  LNG activity?  Maybe.  Ellen, any ideas?  With the regular up and 
down results for these two routes, the combined North/Central Coast results have little meaning.  Got to 
view them separately. 
 
Outlook: it appears traffic is well on its way to a bonanza year, coming in with a close to 5% traffic boost.  
Record-breaking spring and summer weather along with equally record-breaking tourism numbers.  And 



an extra day coming in Feb, along with a bonus Easter weekend in March.  Payback on the latter two 
comes in FY2017, which 'loses' the extra leap year day and has no Easter weekend at either end of the 
fiscal year.  Predictions are for a similarly blessed summer next year, hopefully accompanied by an equally 
blessed visitor season, although this past year will be hard to beat.  No idea if there will be a Trump effect 
on ferry travel.  One can only surmise, what with the wall and all . . . 
 
Any questions, comments, additions, explanations, please feel free to share 
. . . 
 
Brian 


